
  

Supplementary Methods   

Allee effect induced by NPIs 

To analyze the effect of saturating NPIs, we focus on modeling the process 

of detection, quarantine and isolation of infected individuals, the delay from onset 

of infectiousness to quarantine and isolation, and the number of effective 

infected-susceptible links generated during this delay. We combine these 

processes to relate the strength of NPIs and the number of infected individuals in 

the population to the average number of effective secondary infections generated 

by an infected individual Re(I). 

For the sake of clarity in our model we will use quarantine to encapsulate 

the concepts of ‘quarantine’ and ‘case isolation’ without losing explanatory power. 

Once in quarantine, the infected individual cannot produce new infections, which 

is one of the key points of our model. We assume that in the absence of a contact 

tracing and quarantine process, each infected individual will generate a maximum 

number Lmax of social links that could potentially produce new infections. This 

parameter reflects the general social distancing practices set in place, and the 

duration of the infectiousness period. A non-quarantined individual will reach this 

maximum, generating an expected number of secondary infections (Re
nq) given 

by: 

 

[1] Re
nq =Psusceptible·blink·Lmax 

 
Where Psusceptible is the probability that a given contact is established with an 

individual susceptible to infection, and blink is the probability that such a contact 

results in transmission. In this model, NPIs change the values of Lmax and blink, 

and the saturation of NPIs can be introduced as a dependence of these 

parameters on the number of infected individuals I. For example, blink will depend 

on the personal behaviours of individuals that relate to the conditions necessary 

for transmission—e.g. duration of interaction, high viral load—and it can be 

affected by hygiene measures and changes in behavior such as hand-washing, 

use of facemasks and physical distance among others. General social distancing 

and contact tracing on the other hand can result in reductions in Lmax. Finally, the 

probability Psusceptible is given by the proportion of susceptible individuals in the 



  

population that an infected individual can establish links with, which in a 

population of 𝑁 individuals with classical (S, I, R) compartments can be calculated 

as Psusceptible= (N-I-R-1)/(N-1).  

Incorporating a tracing process, in which an individual at risk is first traced, 

or detected, and then reached to be put in quarantine, shortens the period during 

which, if infected, can establish potentially infectious social links, and thus 

reduces Lmax. The first stage of tracing, consisting of detection of infected 

individuals, determines the number of infected individuals in a given day that will 

be identified by the tracing system. This detection stage is assumed to have a 

limited capacity given by the maximum number of infected individuals that can be 

traced in a given day (K). This means that only a fraction (D=fq·I) of the total 

number of infected individuals will be detected. Furthermore, this tracing process 

involves several time-consuming steps, such as the reconstructing the cases’ 

contact tree, alerting individuals about potential exposures, and testing them. As 

the number of infected individuals (I) increases, there is a saturation in the 

processes above because of the “handling time” involved. Namely, processing of 

an infected case by a contact tracer precludes the processing of an additional 

case. This type of saturation either in detection or quarantine/treatment of 

individuals (including their access to healthcare systems) has been modeled with 

different saturation functionse.g.10,21,29,32,33. Here we model this saturation as fq 

=K/(I50,D+I), with I50,D being the number of infected cases at which half the 

maximum detection is reached24.  

This proportion of infected individuals will produce only a limited number 

of secondary infections Re
q. In this case, the number of potentially infectious social 

links (L) generated by a detected individual is expected to increase through time 

until quarantine (measured in days d), up to the  maximum number Lmax, following 

a sigmoid relationship25: 

 

[2]  L(d)=Lmax·d4/(d4+74) 

 

This equation captures a transmission dynamics in which most infectious links 

are established between the 4th and the 12th day after the infection25. Moreover, 

the probability of being contacted and quarantined on day 𝑑 after the infection 

onset follows a geometric distribution P(d)=Pq(1-Pq)d-1. with parameter Pq being 



  

the probability to find and quarantine an exposed individual on a given day.  

Finally, the expected number of  links generated by an infected individual prior to 

quarantine is: 

 

[3]  L=Sd³1 P(d)·L(d) 
 
The probability Pq summarizes the efficiency of the tracking process and it should 

be a  decreasing function of the expected number of detected individuals D. We 

assume that each attempt to quarantine—by phone call, or app alert—a detected 

individual because of having a risk interaction with an infected case in a given 

day has a probability of success Pfind. Furthermore, we assume that the tracing 

system can do a fixed number of calls (Ncalls) each day. Consequently, the 

expected number of alerts that a detected individual can have in a day is the 

fraction Ncalls/D. In this configuration of the tracing process, the probability of 

finding and quarantining an exposed individual can be expressed as Pq=1-(1-

Pfind)Ncalls/D, which decreases with 𝐷 and increases with Pfind. 

 

Analogously to equation [1], the expected number Re
q of effective 

secondary infections generated by a detected individual is given by: 

 

[4]  Re
q =Psusceptible · blink · L 

 

We can thus put together the two populations of infected individuals, those 

detected and quarantined and those undetected, to calculate Re(I) by combining  

equations [1] and [4] as the global population average: 

 

[5]  Re(I)= Re
q · fq + Re

nq  ·  fnq =Psusceptible · blink · (L · fq+Lmax · fnq) 

 

As mentioned before, the shape of the previous equations may change 

with each tracing system's idiosyncrasy and disease transmission. For instance, 

parameters like Ncalls and Pfind are relevant parameters for the healthcare system 

as they may be subject to optimization. It should also be noted that it is 

straightforward to account for variations in non-pharmaceutical interventions or 

disease biology. For example, self-quarantine involves a different fraction of 



  

infected individuals who move to quarantine someday after infection without a 

tracing system's intervention. Similarly, asymptomatic individuals could be 

considered a different fraction with different contagious rates and interactions. 

We focus here on a basic approach that captures the main components of non-

pharmaceutical interventions. In this sense, we did not consider further processes 

that could enhance saturation of NPIs. For example, cases that were detected 

but not quarantined in a given day accumulate to the next day. Also, the number 

of calls used to alert and quarantine not infected individuals, that are contacts of 

detected cases, is not explicitly considered. With the rise in infection, this number 

becomes proportionally higher further reducing the efficiency in the quarantine of 

detected cases.  

 These and other features of the contact tracing system may reinforce the 

saturation of NPIs determining stronger non-linear transitions between states, 

however, are not essential to model the main features of NPIs dynamics and 

saturation. Finally, we would like to recall previous work in epidemics which has 

explored the effects of limited resources for treatment and saturation of the 

healthcare system, and other types of NPIs, showing its potential to determine 

alternative stable states on disease dynamics8,21,22,29,32,33.  

 

SIR dynamics with Allee effect 

In this section we simulate the COVID-19 spread dynamics using a SIR 

model incorporating NPIs of limited capacity that induce an Allee effect (hereafter 

NPI-Allee effect), to qualitatively assess the consequences of this positive 

feedback on growth rate. The NPIs with limited capacity are modeled through a 

saturation function in the daily rate of disease 

transmission bt(I)=bmax·I(t)/(I50.b+I(t)) and on the average duration of the infection 

period gt(I)=gmax·I(t)/(I50.g+I(t)), where I(t) is the number of infected cases of day t 

(Dubey et al. 2016). Both bt(I) and gt(I) are increasing functions of I with saturation 

values bmax and gmax and half saturation values I50.b and I50.g respectively. These 

saturation functions reflect the reduction in efficiency of public health measures 

aimed at reducing transmission with the growth of I. 

 



  

Also, a daily rate of imported cases Iimp/SSE following a negative binomial 

distribution is included. Depending on its parameters, this distribution can be 

strongly asymmetric with few cases most days and a higher number of cases 

sporadically. This approach may be interpreted as both imported cases or as 

super spreading events (SSE) originated from an individual of the same local 

population. 

 

Let S(t), I(t) and R(t) be the number of susceptible, infected and removed 

cases at day t, in a population of 𝑁individuals. The following differential equation 

system drives the SIR dynamic simulation with NPI-Allee effect and infection 

pulses: 

[6]    S(t+1)=S(t)-Inew(t) 

I(t+1)=I(t)+Inew(t)-I(t)/g(I(t))+Iimp/SSE(t) 

         R(t+1)=R(t)+ I(t)/g(I(t)) 

 

where  Inew(t)~Poisson(l(t)) with l(t)= bt(I)·I 
p(t)S(t)/N; the exponent p accounts for 

the prevalence of subexponential dynamics in Covid-19 related to the effect of 

NPIs7 Iimp/SSE(t)~NB(m,s) is a negative binomial distribution with parameters m 

(mean) and size s  (dispersion) and refers to the importation of new cases and 

super spread events  that do not scale with the population size, and it is 

independent of Inew(t). Trajectories of this model were simulated to observe the 

impact of the NPI-Allee effect on the evolution of the accumulated infected 

individuals number (Ct). We then simulated the same model but without NPI-Allee 

effect (setting b = bmax and , g= gmax). Because of our interest in low prevalence 

dynamics, we stopped the simulations when the cumulative number of infections 

surpassed 2000 cases, or when a duration of t = 200 days was reached, in order 

to match the duration of the actual observed dynamics. Following the procedure 

described below for the COVID-19 data, we analyzed the dynamics starting from 

the day the cumulative number of cases surpassed 10 individuals, to the day of 

the largest daily increase in cases. To minimize the effects of randomness and of 

very abrupt changes associated with short dynamic durations, we set a minimum 

length of 11 days for the period analyzed, and simulations that did not reach this 

minimum were discarded and repeated until this minimum duration was reached. 



  

 

Extended Data Figure 1 shows 40 simulations performed for each model. 

The epidemiological parameters are bmax =0.5, gmax =4, p=0.8, m=1, I50.g =I50.b=10 

and s=0.2. The bmax and gmax used result in an R0 of 2. The population sizes were 

sampled from a log-normal distribution with the same mean and standard 

deviation as the U.S. counties (mean=5.2 and SD=0.5). We also tested the 

robustness of the analysis by using 72 different combinations of model 

parameters with 500 simulations each (see Extended Data Figure 5). For this we 

varied bmax (ranging from 0.3 to 0.75),  gmax (ranging from 3 to 5), p (ranging from 

0.7 to 0.9), I50.g =I50.b (with values of 10 and 20) and s (with values of 0.1 and 0.2). 

 

We quantified the growth rate of the model dynamic with the parameter µ 

of the relation Ct~tµ  as in Maier & Brockmann7.  This  parameter can be estimated 

as the slope of the relation log(Ct)=µ·log(t).; that is a linear regression in a log-log 

scale.  However, in the presence of an NPI-Allee effect, an outbreak may happen 

when a threshold in infected individuals is exceeded, which would be observed 

as a significant change in the growth rate parameter µ. To test for the presence 

of a breaking point in the dynamics and analyze its properties, we fitted a 

segmented linear regression to each trajectory, with different slopes before and 

after the breaking point, using the segmented R package34. We contrasted the 

linear and the segmented relationship by comparing weight-of-evidence models 

based on AIC35. All the simulation series with or without NPI-Allee effect were 

better described by the segmented relationship with weight-of-evidence larger 

than 0.85 in all cases. However, with an NPI-Allee effect the presence of a period 

with a slow increase in infected individuals followed by a sharp increase in the 

spread of the disease was frequently observed (Extended Data Figs 1). 

 

Breaking point detection in actual COVID-19 data 

We analyzed the existence of 'breaking points' with a transition from slow 

to fast accumulation of cases in actual data of COVID-19 from 532 US counties 

and 125 countries around the world. We considered worldwide country- and 

region-level Covid-19 daily data and USA county-level data obtained from Johns 

Hopkins University COVID-1931. We filtered the epidemic time series to minimize 



  

the  effect of abrupt transitions by random events or short time series that do not 

necessarily involve changes in system state. For this, we considered the period 

going from 14 days after the number of cases surpassed 10 individuals to the day 

with the maximum number of reported new infections. This upper limit was set 

because of our focus on disease dynamics at low numbers. Furthermore, we 

used only counties and countries where the selected period had a duration of at 

least 15 days, to minimize the effects of short time series in breaking point 

detection. We also selected counties and countries where the cumulative number 

of cases exceeded a total of 200 infected individuals to minimize the effects of 

randomness of very low infection levels. 

 

Analogous to the simulated trajectories, we fitted a linear and a segmented 

regression to the selected series of the accumulated number of infections 

(Extended Data Figures 2 and 3) obtaining two slopes, one before and one after 

the breaking point. We found that in most cases, the segmented regression fit 

data better than the linear regression, indicating the existence of breaking points 

in the evolution of the Covid-19 disease (Extended Data Figure 4a,b). Also, the 

segmented model allowed for a good fit to the data, as evidenced by an average 

R2 of the fit of 0.99 for counties and for countries (Extended Data Figure 4c,d). 

Furthermore, to determine whether the dynamics of the US counties are better 

described by SIR dynamics with Allee effect or without Allee effect we plotted the 

parameters fitted by the regression to the US counties in superposition to the 

parameters fitted to the simulations using 72 different SIR parameter 

combinations (Extended Data Figure 5). It can be observed in Extended Data 

Figure 5 that in general the dynamic parameters fitted for the US counties are 

closer to the dynamic parameters of the SIR models with NPI-Allee effect. To 

quantify this, we used K-nearest neighbors classification using the dynamic 

descriptors log10(1+ µ1) and log10(1+ µ2/µ1) to determine whether the dynamics of US 

counties are in general closer to the dynamics with NPI-Allee effect. As can be 

seen in Extended Data Figure 6, for almost all combinations of SIR model 

parameters, most of the US counties were closer to the dynamics of the SIR 

model with NPI-Allee effect than to the model without this effect. 
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Extended Data 
Extended Data Figure 1. Simulated trajectories for a SIR model with (red) and 
without (green) NPI-Allee effect and the segmented linear fit. The parameters 
used for the simulation were  𝛽%&' = 0.5, 𝛾%&' = 4, 𝑝 = 0.8, 𝑚 = 1,  𝐼34.5 = 𝐼34.6 =
10 and 𝑠 = 0.2. Population size for each simulation was sampled from a log-
normal with the same mean and SD as the US counties analyzed. 

 
 



  

Extended Data Figure 2. Cumulative infections for 532 US counties and the 
segmented linear fit. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  

Extended Data Figure 3. Cumulative infections for 125 countries and regions 
and the segmented linear fit. 
 

 
 



  

 
 
 
  



  

Extended Data Figure 4. Goodness of fit of the segmented model to the COVID-
19 dynamics data. (a) Distribution of weighted evidence for the segmented fit, as 
compared to the linear fit, for U.S. counties (b) Same as (a) for countries and 
regions. (c) Distribution of R2 (a measure of variance explained by the model) in 
the data captured by the segmented fit for U.S. counties. (d) Same as (c) for 
countries and regions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  

Extended Data Figure 5.  Observed dynamics of cumulative cases and SIR 

models simulations with and without NPI-Allee effect covering the plausible range 

of parameters for COVID-19.   We varied  𝛽%&' (ranging from 0.3 to 0.75),  𝛾%&' 

(ranging from 3 to 5), 𝑝 (ranging from 0.7 to 0.9), 𝐼34.5 = 𝐼34.6 (with values of 10 

and 20) and 𝑠 (with values of 0.1 and 0.2). The initial slope (𝜇:) is shown in the 

horizontal axis as 𝑙𝑜𝑔:4(1 + 𝜇:), and the relative increment in slope after the 

breaking point (𝜇A/𝜇:) is shown in the vertical axis as 𝑙𝑜𝑔:4(1 + 𝜇A/𝜇:), for all the 

considered Counties, along with the density plot of 500 simulated SIR dynamics. 

Summary of the fit of the segmented linear regression to U.S. counties (blue 

circles) and to SIR simulations with and without saturating NPI- Allee effect (red 

and green density plots respectively) for 72 combinations of the parameters. 

 
 



  

 



  

 



  

 
  



  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



  

Extended Data Figure 6. Classification of U.S. counties dynamics as being 
better described by the SIR dynamics with NPI-Allee effect or by the SIR 
dynamics without it. For each combination of parameters shown in the Extended 
Data Figure 5, we classified the counties dynamics as Allee or non-Allee 
dynamics through K-nearest neighbors classification, using the simulated 
dynamics as training points. As predictors, we used log10(1+μ1) and 
log10(1+μ2/μ1), as in the axis of Extended Data Figure 5. The plot shows the 
distribution of the proportions of counties classified as closer to the Allee 
dynamics than to non-Allee dynamics across the different sets of parameters 
used for the simulations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


